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Checkpoint One Deliverable

Task Management & Organization
On a day to day basis, our team will keep track of what we have accomplished and what

needs to be accomplished in our . We have a to-do chart for each day, and at theAgenda
start of each time we meet we will fill out the to-do chart together. It will entail what we as a
team need to do, and what we individually need to do, both during our meeting time and before
our next meeting time. These to-do items will be our KPIs we use to stay on track in between
larger due dates.

The project manager will keep in mind when due dates are coming up and remind the
rest of the team of the timeline we need to keep in order to stay on track with our deliverables. A
list of all deliverables and due dates can also be found in the .Team Role Contract

Deliverables & DRIs
Our team has decided to use the DRI system for each deliverable at each checkpoint. At

the start of each new checkpoint, we will all sit down together to discuss who will take the lead
on which deliverables. The project manager will make sure to note what we have decided as a
team in our , and our team will have a check in at the start of each workTeam Role Contract
week (start of class on Tuesdays) to make sure everyone feels that the work they have been
given is manageable to them. Some deliverables may have multiple DRIs.

The role of a DRI is not to be the person who completes the entire deliverable on their
own, but instead they have ownership over that specific component of our work by 1. taking the
lead on communicating what needs to be done and asking other team members to complete
certain tasks for it, 2. keeping an eye for detail to ensure our team is fulfilling all necessary
requirements for the deliverable, and 3. polishing the deliverable to be ready for submission,
telling the team when the deliverable is complete, and submitting the assignment.

Challenges & Roadblocks
The scope of our reach goals (see below) are pretty hefty, so we have clearly defined

them in comparison to our more realistic main goals. Our plan is to aim for all of the reach goals
from the start of our project and scale back accordingly as we come closer to the end of the
semester.

As we transition into each new checkpoint, we will reevaluate what our destination is and
change our trajectory accordingly. We will also determine who the DRIs will be for the new round
of deliverables. Our goal is to stay adaptable as we discover new information.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/11bTT8OYNdxwDYgoe3yg-EnYL7EoDyqBCP4xxfzrAAyU/edit#heading=h.gjdgxs
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1AV-Shh4nONYI3_W66S7YxbD9OVOilQbeWWF0AMSwTeg/edit#heading=h.gjdgxs
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1AV-Shh4nONYI3_W66S7YxbD9OVOilQbeWWF0AMSwTeg/edit#heading=h.gjdgxs


Reach, Main, & Safety Goals
Reach Goals:

● Build a complete, successful NFT collection that gains widespread traction and raises
real money to be donated

● Build the collection on a Proof-of-Stake Blockchain (more environmentally friendly) along
with a minting website

● Create and foster a discord community for this collection that focuses on helping new
NFT collectors step into the world of NFTs with a low buy-in and a friendly atmosphere

● Set up the NFT collection as a charitable initiative for the Child Creativity Lab
● Provide exclusive content for the NFT holders, including DAO decision-making privileges

for the future of the collection

Main Goals:
● Build a complete, successful NFT collection
● Build the collection on any blockchain along with a minting website
● Construct a whitepaper and road map for the future of the collection
● Create a discord community for this collection that focuses on helping new NFT

collectors step into the world of NFTs with a low buy-in and a friendly atmosphere
● Set up the NFT collection as a charitable initiative for the Child Creativity Lab

Safety Goals:
● Lay the framework for a successful NFT collection
● Build the collection directly on OpenSea
● Create a discord community for this collection that focuses on helping new NFT

collectors step into the world of NFTs with a low buy-in and a friendly atmosphere


